Game of Strength Board Game
Building your own board game is a fun and safe way to explore your own strengths and encourage your
family, friends, and community to do the same!
Below are a couple steps to help you structure and personalize your own game:
1. Use the templated version of the Sources Board Game (see below):
a. On the templated board, each square is correlated to a particular strength on the wheel. For
Example: All yellow squares should be connected to Positive Friends, all orange squares
connected to Family Support, etc.
2. Create your own Board Game!
a. Personalize the templated board game with your own prompts or come up with your own
design and ideas. If you are starting from scratch we recommend checking out Pinterest and
Google for inspiration!
Sources of Strength Board Game Example
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Sources of Strength Board Game Template (Printable)

Sources of Strength Board Game Templated Prompts
●

Examples for ﬁlling in your board:
■ Purple (Spirituality):
● Tell the person to your right something you love/appreciate about them
■ Red (Mental Health):
● Journal how you are currently feeling until it is your turn again
■ Orange (Family Support):
● Offer to do the dishes at your house
■ Yellow (Positive Friends):
● Randomly select a friend on your contact list to call and say “hey” to
■ Green (Mentors):
● Write a thank you note to someone you look up to, at the end call them to
read it to them (you’d be surprised how happy this can make someone)
■ Blue (Healthy Activities):
● Challenge anyone playing the game to a push up contest
■ Gray (Generosity):
● Make an insta story telling a story of a time you witnessed an act of
generosity (this will help shine light on good in the world)

NOTE: If after playing this board game, you feel it was fun and helpful as a source of strength, please share
it with people around you. Also send our team pictures of you playing! We love pictures.
Love,
The Sources Team

